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Ghislain Lescuyer,
CEO

This issue of Saft International
Magazine is dedicated to
sustainability and what Saft is
doing in this domain regarding
our products, our company and
also how our solutions help
our customers to reduce their
environmental impact.
Batteries will play a vital role in
the transition to our low-carbon
future. Battery storage systems
will allow more renewable
energy to be stored and used
when it is needed. They will
displace the use of fossil fuels
on earth in key areas such as
backup power, energy storage
and transport – on land, at sea
and in the air.
Even so, making batteries, using
them and disposing of them have
an impact on the environment.
At Saft, we are determined to

reduce that environmental impact
to a minimum. To do so we are
adopting an environmental policy
that aims to manage our footprint,
help our customers manage
theirs and manage the lifecycle
of our batteries from the metals
we source to how used batteries
are recycled and disposed of. That
policy has 4 pillars:
1. t o r e d u c e o u r o w n
environmental footprint and that
of our products, with a focus on
greenhouse gas emissions,
2. to help our customers reduce
their environmental footprint,
with a focus on greenhouse gas
emissions,
3. to efficiently manage the
natural resources we use, and
more specifically raw metals, by
implementing the principles of the
circular economy,
4. t o s e l e c t s u p p l i e r s
who demonstrate a strong

environmental, social and human
rights record.
In this edition of the magazine,
you can read about our recycling
facility in Oskarshamn, Sweden.
Or about the role our batteries
play in replacing diesel gensets in
Data Centers. There’s also a story
about our batteries for the Total
PSA hybrid Hypercar, as well as
several examples of batteries and
renewable energy. The EU Battery
Directive is being updated; more
information on that on page 16.
Our shareholder, Total, has an
ambition to be a Net Zero company
by 2050. We have an important
role to play in contributing to that
ambition, and to making Saft a
more sustainable company. I
hope you enjoy reading the stories
of how we do that in this edition of
Saft International Magazine.
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“The electrolyte
produced by Saft is
a unique differentiating
factor for our lithium
batteries in the face of
stiff competition,
particularly from Asia.
This new facility
demonstrates our
commitment to continue
investing in the future
even in this unprecedented
economic climate.” Ghislain
Lescuyer, Saft’s CEO

©Saft

From left to right: Lenny Cypel,
Saft’s former Poitiers site General
Manager, Sacha Houlié, Deputy
de la Vienne, Léonore Moncond’huy,
Mayor of Poitiers, Florence Jardin,
President of Grand Poitiers,
Alain Rousset, President of the
Nouvelle-Aquitaine Region, Chantal
Castelnot, the Prefect of La Vienne
and Ghislain Lescuyer, Saft’s CEO.
In October 2020, Saft inaugurated its
brand new electrolyte workshop in
Poitiers, France. Saft’s electrolyte is

EXPANDING
OUR
PRESENCE
IN INDIA

a critical factor in the performance,
reliability and long life of the primary
lithium cells it supplies to customers
in France and abroad.
Currently, the site produces around
500 tons of electrolyte a year. The
new 1,900 m 2 workshop doubles
the annual production capacity to
1,000 tons. This additional capacity
will allow the site to increase its
flexibility to adapt to the strong
demand from the Internet of Things
(IoT) market.

To leverage the
“Make in India” program
driven by the Indian
Government, Saft
India is extending the
production capacity by
20% at its factory in
Bangalore.
The Saft Urja brand is the new name for
our products manufactured and sold
from our subsidiary in India. Adding
to our existing product portfolio, Saft

This project represents an investment
of €9 million out of a total of €20
million planned for the Poitiers site
between 2018 and 2021. The electrolyte
production processes will benefit from
the latest technology developments in
terms of automation, worker safety and
environmental protection.

©Saft

SERVING THE GROWING
IOT MARKET

India is further gearing up to introduce
new products for maintenance-free
industrial applications and off-grid
solar applications, showing our
commitment to sustainability through
innovative approaches and reliable
renewable energy.

ENERGY STORAGE
PRODUCTION GOES GLOBAL

NEW
APPOINTMENTS
©Saft

©Saft
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This facility is already producing
Saft’s Intensium Max 20 High Energy
systems, which are designed to meet
growing demand for greater energy
storage capacity. This will support the
global energy transition by enabling
the effective integration of renewable
energy resources into power grids.
Saft offers an integrated approach
to energy storage. This covers every
step from initial concept and sizing to
system engineering, delivery and grid
connection. As a result, operators can
minimize costs.

©Saft
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Arindam Majumdar, Chief Executive
Officer of Saft India adds: “We are
confident for the future. Urja means
energy in Sanskrit, so by branding our
products under the name of Saft Urja, we
are reflecting the spirit of the country and
showing our company’s positive energy.”

Claire Lesigne is the new General Manager of

Lenny Cypel is the new Executive Vice President of Saft’s

Saft’s Poitiers factory after having held several top

Industrial Standby division after four years as Saft’s

management roles on the same site.

Poitiers site GM.

After Bordeaux in France and
Jacksonville in the US, Saft inaugurated
its new production plant for energy
storage solutions in Zhuhai, China,
in 2020. Around 200 containers,

the equivalent of 500 MWh, will be
manufactured each year on this 6,600
m2 site. This will increase Saft’s overall
production capacity for storage solutions
to 300 containers, or 700 MWh.

“Investment in our new Zhuhai plant shows
how we have grown from being a supplier
of batteries to providing complete energy
solutions. Customers are turning to us
for fully integrated energy storage and
microgrid technology solutions”
Hervé Amossé, Executive Vice
President of Saft’s ESS division.
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INNOVATION RACING

POWERING PEUGEOT
SPORT’S HYPERCAR
TO A PODIUM FINISH
Peugeot Sport’s racing team are making a dramatic return to the ultracompetitive FIA World Endurance Championship (WEC) and the most
prestigious race: 24H of Le Mans. Thanks to Saft’s winning track record
in developing batteries for kinetic energy recovery systems (KERS)
in Formula 1 cars, we were in pole position for this new challenge.

All photos ©Peugeot_sport_powertrainreveal

INNOVATION RACING

not win tomorrow’s races. That called
on us to challenge and justify every
design decision along the way. That
covered every step from cell selection
through battery construction to the
battery management system (BMS)
that interfaces the battery to the
vehicle.”
When building the battery even the
tiniest screw was reviewed. Because
it’s that sort of attention to detail
that puts race drivers on the podium.
The result is a battery that delivers
maximum power rapidly from the
most compact and lightweight
package possible.

“Working on the Hypercar enabled us to learn just
how much performance we can extract from a
battery when facing the very highest expectations.
Collaborating with Total and Peugeot Sport is
also great for building our reputation in the wider
automotive world. Especially as we just launched
Automotive Cells Company, the Total/Saft and
Stellantis joint venture which seeks to become
Europe’s number one battery manufacturer for
electric vehicles.”
Mathieu.belle@saftbatteries.com

The Peugeot-Total Hypercar is a hybrid
race car, with the rear wheels driven
by an internal combustion engine and
the front wheels driven by electric
motors. The lithium-ion battery shares
the same DNA as a road-going sport
utility vehicle (SUV). But the similarity
ends there. Because the Hypercar
battery is race-bred to deliver the
ultimate performance in terms of fastcharging and regenerative braking

6
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while taking a pounding from lapping
the circuit hour after hour.
The regulations stipulate a 200 kW
limit on battery power. The key to
success was to deliver it in the most
compact, lightweight and robust
package. The development program
involved a collaboration between
Saft’s cell team in Poitiers, France,
the battery team in Cockeysville, US

and the Total and Peugeot Sport race
engineers. Mathieu Bellé, Saft Sales
Technical Manager Space & Defense
– Advanced Systems, explains:
“It was great to bring together the Total
and Peugeot Sport engineers who live
to win races and Saft’s development
teams who live to build better
batteries. The race engineers made it
clear that yesterday’s technology does
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ACC is the joint venture set up by Total and Saft with carmaker Stellantis,
to establish world-class EV battery manufacturing in Europe. CEO Yann Vincent
gives an update on progress since ACC’s pilot line was launched by President
Macron in January 2020.

©ACC

ACC’S EUROPEAN
EV BATTERY
VENTURE ON
TRACK FOR
PRODUCTION,
SAYS CEO
YANN VINCENT
ACC’s pilot plant in Nersac, France

The market for electric vehicles (EVs)
reached a tipping point in 2020. While
car sales globally declined by 16
percent as a result of the COVID-19
pandemic and the ensuing economic
damage, sales of battery EVs rose
by 40 percent. In the final quarter of
the year, battery electric and plug-in
hybrid vehicle sales grew by more
than 300 percent in the five biggest
European markets.

© Stellantis

With consumer demand shifting
decisively in favor of EVs, carmakers and
governments in Europe want to secure
a degree of industrial independence
by building up their capacity to develop
and manufacture batteries. As a result,
Automotive Cells Company (ACC),
Total and Saft’s joint venture with
Stellantis, the carmaker formed by the
merger of Fiat Chrysler with Groupe
PSA in early 2021, has secured €1.3bn
of financial support from the French and
German governments, with the backing
of the European Union, to develop
new EV batteries and build them
in France and Germany.

8
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“It does not make sense
for European carmakers
to keep bringing in 500kg
batteries from Asia, especially
in terms of C02 emissions.”
“The very significant advantage EVs
have is zero emissions on the road,
and this should not be undermined by
the battery manufacturing process.
The closer we are to where the cars
are produced, and the more renewable
the electricity used is, the better.”
ACC plans to be able to produce
batteries for 1 million vehicles per
year by the end of the decade, thanks
to its two Gigafactories that will each
have a capacity of 24 to 32 GWh.
There are three parts to ACC’s planned
development and manufacturing
operations: a research and development
center in Bordeaux, a pilot plant in

Nersac, and two Gigafactories, one
at Douvrin, northern France, and
the second one at Kaiserslautern
in Germany. ACC will move into the
Bordeaux site around the middle of
this year, says Vincent, and the pilot
plant in Nersac, which is a scale
model of one of the Gigafactories, is
under construction now and will be
operating by the end of 2021, he adds.
The aim is for the first Gigafactory in
Douvrin to start production before the
end of 2023. However, this is subject
to a public consultation on the project,
which was carried out between
February and April 2021. Production in
Germany is expected to start in 2025.
Vincent says 1,400 to 2,000 jobs will
probably be created at Douvrin / BillyBerclau. This is a partial response to
the inevitable decline in thermal engine
production by the current Stellantis
plant. Different skills will be needed in
battery production, and addressing this
skills gap will notably be discussed as
part of the public consultation, he adds.
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FEATURE STORY
Creating a European champion
Although Asia is currently the global
hub of EV battery making, there is
no reason European manufacturers
cannot compete on price, because the
biggest costs in battery making are
the chemicals, the capital-intensive
manufacturing process and the cost of
energy, says Vincent.
“In these three areas, there is no
competitive disadvantage with Asian
manufacturers,” he explains. “The share
of labor in the overall cost of a battery is
limited, and the difference between the
labor cost in Europe and Asia is offset
by the cost of shipping the battery here.”

ACC is also focused on developing
batteries that perform at the highest
technological level in terms of energy
performance, range, recharging time
and carbon footprint, and recycling
is also a priority. The batteries will
be used for at least eight years in
vehicles, then used in energy storage
systems until they come to the end
of their useful life after 15 years. The
goal is to make sure the batteries
are made with 95 percent recyclable
materials, says Vincent.

ACC is in ongoing discussions with
Renault about joining the joint venture,
he adds.

Battery prices remain the top
consideration for automakers, as they
race to bring down the cost of EVs to
the same level as fossil fuel vehicles.

“They need more battery production
capacity, but in addition we have to be
highly competitive on price, in order
to help them sell electric cars.”

“The attitude of manufacturers
is nothing like it was a year ago,
everyone has understood
that the internal combustion
engine is dead, later or rather
sooner, and that the alternative
is electric vehicles,”

© Stellantis

ELECTRIC
ALTERNATIVE
FEATURE STORY
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SUSTAINABLE DATA CENTERS

SUSTAINABLE DATA CENTERS

CO2
Carbon negative

by 2030

– Microsoft policy

©Total

management will help to bring grid
connected capabilities as additional
services to the backup requirements.

BATTERIES FOR THE
SUSTAINABILITY OF
MICROSOFT’S DATA CENTERS
Saft’s battery technology is playing an important role in a new strategic
partnership between technology giant Microsoft and Total.
Signed in March 2021, the agreement
will exchange technology expertise
and services. It will support Total’s
digital transformation, as well as
Microsoft’s ambition to become
carbon negative by 2030. Under the
agreement, Microsoft will evaluate
Saft technologies in two areas to
reduce the carbon footprint of its
data centers.

12
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Diesel genset displacement
Microsoft has announced a goal to
eliminate its dependency on diesel fuel by
2030. This is used in generators to provide
backup power for data centers. In addition
to increasing its carbon footprint, diesel
generators require regular maintenance,
large on-site fuel tanks and may be subject
to regulations limiting their operations.

Microsoft sees Saft as a partner in
such an approach exploring its battery
energy storage solutions (BESS), from
its Intensium Max 20 High Energy
container to the complete BESS
design and installation, including
engineering, PCS and transformers.
Saft’s maturity and experience in
lithium-ion technologies, as well as
in software development in energy

To achieve longer-duration backup
will require development of battery
systems with high energy storage
capacity and advanced control
systems. Saft’s experts are now
working with Microsoft to assess the
long-term feasibility of such systems.
These will need to be on a similar scale
to some of Saft’s utility-scale energy
storage projects, while also meeting
the particular needs for data centers.

Specifying sustainability with
Flex’ion Gen2
Microsoft also foresees potential for
our latest data center UPS batteries to
improve its sustainability.
The aim is to use our Flex’ion Gen2
battery system to save energy, ensure
the highest safety and support selfpowered and remote monitoring. Our
experts are now working closely with
Microsoft’s data center engineers to
be part of their specification as well as
with preferred UPS vendors.
“We launched the Flex’ion Gen2 in
November 2020 to provide a step
change in power performance for
UPS batteries without compromise
on safety,” said François Danet, Saft’s
Global Business Development and
Sales Manager.

“But it also offers sustainability
benefits. Microsoft sees opportunities
to reduce cooling requirements at data
centers. That’s because the Flex’ion
Gen2 is based on Saft’s lithium-ion
electrochemistry that can operate
at 35°C with the appropriate level of
safety standards, which is unique. As
a result, data center operators can
save energy and water previously
required for cooling the battery room,
and therefore reduce CO2 emissions.
Another benefit is the reduction of
critical raw materials such as cobalt,
thanks to our LFP (lithium iron
phosphate) based chemistry.”
Another useful feature for Microsoft is
the self-powered battery monitoring
system. It is powered from the battery
itself so is independent of mains power
and has the same availability as the
backup system itself. This is important
for data center operators as it optimizes
system availability.

Power density as sustainability
While it may not seem obvious at
first glance, the high power density
of the Flex’ion Gen2 unlocks another
sustainability benefit. Packing high power
performance into a small space minimizes
the footprint of the UPS. In turn this reduces
the size of the data center building at every
level from the foundation to the roof.
“There’s a significant amount of CO2
embedded in the steel and concrete that
is used for construction,” says Danet,
“Using a battery system with high power
density can reduce the civil engineering

Battery Energy
Storage Systems

to replace diesel gensets

Lithium-ion backup

batteries to
save energy

and water

requirements. Alternatively, it can
simply free up space for other services.”
With a power density of 220 kW per
cabinet, the Flex’ion Gen2 packs around
40 percent more performance than the
first-generation solution.
Another important factor in reducing
the overall footprint of the UPS is safety.
Due to its high safety level (UL 9540A
test standard) Flex’ion Gen2 offers
data center engineers no requirement
for an air separation gap of three feet
(around one meter) between cabinets
nor dedicated fire protection. This is
normally required for fire safety when
using some lithium-ion battery systems.

Looking to the future
With several opportunities to explore,
the partnership between Total and
Microsoft will be interesting to watch.
Microsoft has already awarded Total
a contract to supply 47 MW renewable
energy to power installations in Spain.
And looking ahead, the partners are
working together to combine emerging
technologies and digital solutions in
an approach that will accelerate the
net-zero pathway.
Sebastien.hitaperona@saftbatteries.com
Francois.danet@saftbatteries.com
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SUSTAINABLE MINING

MINERS PURSUE GREEN
GOALS, ABOVE AND BELOW
GROUND, WITH THE HELP
OF BATTERIES
Using renewable energy to replace diesel generators and working with electric
vehicles in mines is helping commodities’ producers to meet emissions’ targets.

SUSTAINABLE MINING
Like every other sector of the
economy, the mining industry is
under pressure to cut its greenhouse
gas emissions. As a result,
mines are starting to use more
renewable power to provide much
of their electricity. But this can be
challenging, given that wind and
solar resources are intermittent and
therefore not always available when
they are needed.

Building into renewables

Going electric underground
However, it is not just above ground
that mines are becoming more
electric. Electric equipment has always
been used, but has been limited by the
fact that the machines needed to be
connected to an electricity supply by
power cables, reducing their flexibility.
But recent developments in Li-ion
battery technology means mines can
deploy zero-emission vehicles that can
travel anywhere within the mine.

One of the ways the industry is
Saft’s latest Li-ion battery technology
overcoming this is by using battery
is ideally suited for underground
energy storage systems (ESS) that
mining vehicles because it combines
capture surplus energy when it is not
high performance, high energy
needed and store it to use it when
density, reliability, safety and long life,
the wind is not blowing or the sun
even at extreme temperatures ranging
is not shining. By doing this, mines
from - 25°C to + 55°C.
can greatly extend the amount of
renewable power they have available
Our improvements in battery
and cut their consumption of fossil
performance are timely as mines
fuel-powered
are being dug deeper
equipment such as
underground in the
diesel generators.
hunt for resources,
reaching depths of up
battery energy storage system
With many mines
to 4km. This creates
situated in remote
health and safety
areas, this has the
issues when using
of the mine’s power
double benefit of
conventional dieselcomes from renewables
making the site
powered equipment,
less polluting and
as well as increasing
reducing the need
costs and reducing
of CO2–e/year avoided
to transport diesel
efficiency. Diesel
fuel, sometimes for
engines emit CO2
and NOx and fine particulates, which
thousands of kilometers, to provide
need to be evacuated and filtered by
fuel for electricity and backup
ventilation infrastructure.
power. At Gold Fields’ Agnew Gold
Mine, 1,000km north east of Perth
In addition, as mines extend
in Western Australia, a hybrid
deeper underground, the ambient
energy system has been installed,
temperature rises. If miners use
comprising a 4MW solar farm,
diesel machines, they not only create
18MW of wind capacity, a 21MW gas/
air pollution within the mine, but also
diesel engine power plant, and a
increase the air temperatures still
13MW/4MWh Saft lithium-ion (Li-ion)
further.
battery energy storage system.

13MW/4MWh Li-ion
Up to 85%

46,400 tonnes

©Saft

In the right weather conditions, up to 85
percent of the mine’s power can come
from wind and solar generators, and on
average 50-60 percent is clean power,
avoiding 46,400 tonnes of carbon dioxide
equivalent (CO2–e) a year, comparable to
taking 12,700 cars off the road.
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Lower running costs
It is estimated that around 80 percent
of the energy costs for underground
mining operations are associated
with load, haul and dump machines
and vehicles that move people and

equipment through the mine. If you
remove diesel emissions, you also take
away a major burden for ventilation
systems, which can be simpler and
smaller.
As a result, electrification can now
help commodities producers save on
the cost of fuel and the expense of
building and running ventilation and
cooling systems in mines, as well as
improving energy efficiency and safety.
These savings can be considerable
– a typical deep mine using dieselpowered vehicles might need a
20-30MW cooling plant. Electrification
can reduce that load to a quarter of the
previous value.
Studies show that diesel machinery
is three times as costly per ton
of material handled as electric
machinery. And if the electricity comes
from locally generated renewable
sources, the savings are even bigger.
Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) also
have fewer moving and wearing parts,
which means less maintenance –
repair costs can be cut by up to 40
per cent. It also means less noise
and vibration, which creates a
more productive and safer working
environment.

Demand from stakeholders
All of the environmental problems
associated with diesel, and the fact
that BEVs now offer a feasible and
cost-effective alternative, means that
pressure is growing from investors
and governments to phase out
diesel machinery. Natural resources
consultancy BDO recently predicted
that new mines in Australia would not
use diesel by as early as 2023, with
existing underground mines starting
to phase them out as well. Other
mining regions of the world are likely
to follow suit, and batteries are set to
play a major role in decarbonizing the
industry, both above and below ground.
Sebastien.hitaperona@saftbatteries.com
Pierre-rene.houdart@saftbatteries.com
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RENEWABLES

RENEWABLES

ENERGY
STORAGE
SYSTEM

OPERATION AND USE
OF AN ENERGY STORAGE
SYSTEM (ESS)

HEATING, VENTILATION
AND AIR-CONDITIONING
SYSTEM

BATTERY
MODULES

Battery
HEATING, VENTILATION AND
AIR-CONDITIONING SYSTEM

Energy storage

CONTROL UNIT

Manages the charge and discharge
cycles of the batteries according to
grid needs

BATTERY
MANAGEMENT
SYTEM

Power
Conversion
System (PCS)

Optimizes the
management of
battery modules

INVERTERS
Convert direct current (DC) into
alternating current (AC), and vice
versa

FIRE
SUPPRESSION
SYSTEM
Store
surplus
energy

Grid

An ESS can be conbined with
renewable energy resources to
store surplus energy

Balance grid
variability by supplying
stored energy

TRANSFORMERS
Convert the low voltage battery
output to the medium or high voltage
required by grid
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BATTERY GREEN DEAL

BATTERY ECO DESIGN

PREPARING FOR
THE NEW EU BATTERY
REGULATION

THE POWER BEHIND
SAFT’S ECO-DESIGN
EFFORTS

In December 2020, the European Commission announced a proposal to modernize the European battery
legislation with a focus on enhancing the environmental performance of new batteries. Patrick de Metz,
Saft’s Environmental and Government Affairs Director, answered some questions about how Saft is helping
to shape the legislation and the steps we are taking to support our customers in reducing their carbon footprint.

at reducing the pressure on raw
materials by requiring that recycling
processes be more efficient at
extracting valuable materials. Aligning
the industry with the Paris agreement,
it also mandates the calculation and
disclosure of the carbon footprint of
the manufacture of batteries.

What is the goal of the new
Batteries Regulation?
The European Commission wants to
improve the sustainability of batteries
– and rightly so. Demand for batteries
is accelerating fast, putting pressure
on raw material resources. The world
needs sustainable batteries to help
meet the EU 2050 climate goals,
particularly in transport and in the
integration of renewable energy. The
Commission has proposed a new
Regulation which will replace the
existing Batteries Directive, which
focused essentially on the collection
and recycling of used batteries.

A second objective is to enhance
the industry circularity by both
creating the conditions for the safe
reuse of batteries after their first
life and strengthening the take back
and recycling obligations borne by
producers.
Lastly, the draft Regulation requires
that battery manufacturers develop
an d i m p le me n t a d u e d i li ge n ce
program to ensure their supply chain
meets widely accepted human rights,
social and environmental standards.

How is Saft supporting this new
legislation?

What are the essential new
requirements placed on batteries?

Saft is working hard to ensure the
rules proposed by the Commission
are crafted in such a way that they take
into consideration the specificities
of all markets, from large volume
EV batteries to highly specialized
batteries for complex markets such as
space or aviation.

To further minimize the environmental
impact of batteries along their entire
life cycle, the draft Regulation aims

To achieve this goal, Saft works
through the two European industry
associations which represent the
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Saft’s head of eco-design leaves
no stone unturned in her efforts
to make sure the company’s
batteries have the lowest possible
carbon footprint.

whole EU rechargeable battery
industry: RECHARGE which we chair,
and EUROBAT where we coordinate
the Regulatory Task Force.

“Batteries will power the future,
so I need to be up to date on the latest
science when it comes to the metals
we use and new environmental regulations
all over the world.”

How will the regulation support
the circular economy?
Carbon footprint, enhanced
recycling and supply chain due
diligence are the three areas of
focus.
The legislation aims at ensuring
that buyers can identify and choose
batteries with the lowest carbon
footprint. That will rely on realworld data on CO 2 emissions at
every step in the sourcing and
processing of raw materials, as well
as in the manufacture of all battery
components and their assembly into
a finished product.
This will help us further reduce the
manufacturing carbon footprint of
our products. Combined with their
very long life, this ensures that
for each unit of service delivered,
our products have the lowest CO 2
footprint on the market.
This is becoming a key differentiator
for many of our customers who are
now engaged in a carbon reduction
or neutrality program.

Patrick.de.metz@saftbatteries.com

No two days are the same for Clémence
Siret. As head of eco-design at Saft,
one day she might be addressing the
World Economic Forum as an industry
representative, the next she’s working
on lifecycle assessments of the metals
Saft uses in its batteries.
Much of her work centers around
environmental considerations, from
manufacturing through to recycling,
trying to ensure Saft’s batteries have
the smallest possible footprint while
still meeting customers’ technical
expectations.
“We design for recycling to the best
of our ability,” says Siret. “Take
lithium-ion batteries. We know that
glue makes it harder to dismantle
spent batteries, so we try wherever
possible to select other fastening
solutions to ensure mechanical
integrity. This is important because
the regulatory requirements regarding

recycling efficiency and material
recovery are always increasing, so we
need to be able to reclaim as much
material as easily as we can.”

Recycling from beginning to end
The materials used in Saft’s battery
manufacturing are also chosen with
their environmental impact in mind.
She explains that the company has
access to a database where in-house
designers can check how much energy
has been used to make each kilogram
of material, be that cable or plastic
casing. And she’s always looking for
interesting new technologies:
“Saft recently evaluated a small
sample of a new bio source of a
nickel compound,” she says. It comes
from plants that take up nickel
concentrates from the soil by their
roots, typically on former industrial
land. “I’m not sure it will be a future

source for us, but it’s worth looking at
everything,” she adds.
When it comes to the end of a battery
lifecycle, Saft has its own plant at
Oskarshamn, Sweden, that recycles
nickel-cadmium batteries; for other
batteries it works with licensed
recycling partners worldwide, which
are regularly audited.
“We have a responsibility to ensure
our batteries have the smallest
possible impact on the environment
and we reuse whatever we can,” says
Siret. “For our direct customers of
nickel-based batteries, we have a
free recycling service with bring back
points all over the world, and we
collaborate with the customers of our
OEMs wherever we can. This work is
really valuable and it’s important to
get it right.”
Clemence.siret@saftbatteries.com
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REDUCE, RECYCLE,
REUSE – MAKING
BATTERIES IN SWEDEN
Saft operates the only plant in the world that produces nickel-cadmium
batteries incorporating metals that have been reclaimed on site from
spent batteries, helping reduce their eco-footprint.
At a low-rise, red-brick plant next to
the sea in Oskarshamn, Sweden, Saft is
doing something unique in the battery
industry. The plant, built more than a
century ago, makes high-performance
industrial nickel-cadmium (Ni-Cd)
batteries, using wherever possible,
material extracted on the same site
from spent batteries.

“They are a challenge to recycle
safely and well,” says Kadowaki. This
may explain why the Saft plant is the
only one worldwide to be involved in
both the recycling and manufacturing
of Ni-Cd batteries. Other plants focus
on either recycling or producing.

“This site has been making batteries
since 1915 and has been recycling
them since before the Second World
War,” explains Mari Kadowaki, general
manager of the plant. “It’s a complex
process that has developed over
time and the recycling technology
we use today is based on technology
developed in-house in the 1970s and
‘80s, specifically for Ni-Cd batteries.”

Saft operates a network of over
30 bring back points worldwide
that receive spent Ni-Cd batteries
made at Oskarshamn and at its
Bordeaux plant, as well as those
made by its competitors. To minimize
transportation, the bring back
point located in northern Europe
brings these used batteries back
to Oskarshamn. Other bring back
points work with other fully permitted
recycling partners selected by Saft.

©Saft

While care is needed when dismantling
any battery, for Ni-Cd batteries
the process is particularly complex.
The way the nickel, cobalt and
cadmium are attached to the
electrodes demands an industrial
process to remove them safely.
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Responsible recycling

Global regulations covering the
recycling of batteries differ by
jurisdiction, but because of the
plant’s location, Saft follows those
governing the European Union. As

demand for batteries increases as
part of the transition away from fossil
fuels, the EU is updating its battery
legislation to increase the efficiency
and the metal recovery rates of
recycling processes.
Under the existing 2006 battery
directive, “we have to recycle at
least 75 per cent of the weight of a
battery” Kadowaki says. “This is quite
challenging and we must always
ensure our processes work super
efficiently!”

Complex processes
The plant today focuses on industrial
Ni-Cd batteries. “As we produce Ni-Cd
here it makes sense economically and
environmentally to use our capacity to
feed our reclaimed materials into that
production process,” she says.
In a standard pocket plate Ni-Cd battery
of the type produced and recycled at
Oskarshamn, the largest components
by weight are the electrodes.
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Recycling built into design
Besides its excellent record of
recycling, the battery production
plant itself has an impressive set
of eco-credentials. According to
Kadowaki, direct emissions are
virtually zero and it uses as little
energy and water as possible. In
fact, the plant today uses the same
amount of energy it did 30 years ago
to produce six times more batteries.

Looking to the future, Saft is working
to ensure that the recycling process
is as efficient as possible. This means
design teams are looking at how much
material can be reclaimed and how
the dismantling process will wear the
machinery used and the level of dust
that will be created, for example. As
production increases, Saft is also looking
to increase its recycling capacity. While
this means extra investment, for Saft it
is seen as a cost of doing business. “As
an industrial battery-maker we are fully
responsible for recycling. It’s the right
thing to do,” says Kadowaki.
©Saft

Oskarshamn reclaims the nickel,
cobalt and cadmium for reuse onsite,
while the other metals it reclaims
such as steel and copper as well as
the plastic containers are sent to
third parties for recycling. The plastic
containers, which used to be burnt
for energy, are cleaned to be used
in injection molding for example.
Whereas the electrolyte is purified on
site. “When we’ve finished processing
the electrolytes, the remaining
metal levels are lower than the legal
thresholds imposed on drinking
water,” Kadowaki reveals.

Mari.kadowaki@saftbatteries.com
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RENEWABLES BACKUP POWER

RAIL BACKUP POWER

YEAR-ROUND PROTECTION
AT KAZAKH WIND FARM

50%
Kazakhstan’s target share
of renewables by 2050

396 GWh
annual energy production
of Badamsha wind farm

power system will provide reliable
performance to support continuity of
generation for the wind farm.”

If the power supply for a wind turbine
drops out, it will lose essential systems
such as electronic monitoring,
mechanical braking, pitch control and
grease supply. Without functioning
safety systems, the turbines could be
damaged following a power failure,
with a potential loss of generating
capacity for the wind farm and the
community that depends on it.
That could have big repercussions
for Badamsha as expert technicians
cannot easily visit to make repairs due
to its extremely remote and exposed
location deep in central Asia, 2,100 km
from Almaty, the country’s largest city.
That’s why industrial power standby
contractor APS Energia specified
a battery system based on Saft’s
Uptimax nickel batteries because they
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Chilling out in sub-zero conditions

are proven to provide reliable power in
extremely cold conditions.
Alexey Kredin, Chief Executive of APS
Energia Kazakhstan, said: “Saft’s long
track record of providing industrial
nickel battery solutions in cold climates
gave us confidence that our backup

It’s important to know a site’s ambient
temperature when specifying a battery
system. Battery power relies on
electrochemical reactions that absorb
and release energy. These reactions
will slow down or speed up in the heat
or the cold, with some batteries not
able to deliver the required power in all
conditions.
However, Uptimax is based on nickel
battery technology and will work as
expected up to - 40˚C, giving Badamsha’s
operators some room for comfort.
Sergey.varnavskiy@saftbatteries.com

©Saft

A Saft backup battery is protecting wind turbines at the Badamsha wind
farm on the steppe of western Kazakhstan, even in the harshest winters
when temperatures can drop to - 35˚C.

KEEPING THE MOSCOW
METRO MOVING
Passengers travelling on the Moscow Metro can be sure they will reach their
destination safely even during a power outage thanks to high-performance
batteries installed on board the city’s newest metro trains.
Train builder Metrowagonmash
(MWM) wanted to ensure that the
“Moskva-2020” trains can travel even
the longest and steepest sections of
track on battery power. That makes
them the city’s first trains with
emergency traction.
Maurice Leroy, advisor to Moscow’s
mayor Sergei Sobyanin, said: “Adding
emergency traction batteries to
our metro is just the latest example
of how Moscow is transforming
its public transport network to be
safer, more convenient and more
comfortable for passengers. Our aim
is to improve mobility and quality of
life, while helping to drive economic
development, making Moscow the
world’s best city.”

Safety, performance and size
Space is tight in Moscow’s tunnels
– and this gave MWM and its parent
company Transmashholding (TMH)
the challenge of finding a battery
to fit into the limited space under
the train floor.
MWM chose Saft’s MSX cells to form
the heart of its battery systems.
These are up to 30 percent lighter
and 40 percent smaller than similar
competitor batteries. That made them
the only solution on the market able
to meet the requirements for safety,
performance and size.
Based on nickel battery technology,
MSX cells are proven to be inherently
safe for passenger services running
through Moscow’s underground
tunnels. The cells are also capable

of providing power for overground
sections of the tracks in winters as cold
as - 40 ˚C.
Ilya Petrov, Saft’s sales manager in Russia
said: “Since the beginning of the project,
Saft Russia worked closely with MWM and
TMH specialists to support them in the
design, installation and commissioning of
the battery system. Saft specialists also
provided support during the metro tests
to ensure optimization of the battery and
traction systems in operation.”
The first of the new-generation
Moskva-2020 trains started operation
in October 2020 and Saft is now
delivering batteries and accessories
under a contract that could eventually
extend to 1,376 battery kits for a total
of 172 trains.
Ilya.petrov@saftbatteries.com
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E-AVIATION

INTERNET OF THINGS

ELECTRIC FLIGHT
PREPARES
FOR TAKE OFF

SMART INTERNET TOOLS
ENERGIZE IOT APPLICATIONS

combustion engines. Highly efficient
electric drive systems will offer greater
aircraft design flexibility and reliability,
enabling novel flight operations and
services. New aircraft designs will
evolve from vertical, conventional,
short-take-off-and-landing-aircraft.
More-electric, hybrid-electric, or
full-electric-aircraft will be flying
short or medium distances, piloted or
fully autonomous, carrying multiple
passengers or cargo.

Why is electric flight the “third
aviation revolution”?
First, there were the Wright brothers in
1903. Then, the jet engine revolutionized
the industry in the 1940s. Now, the third
profound change is coming in the form
of electric-hybrid or fully electric aircraft
propulsion systems. Thanks to greater
efficiency, these new aircraft will help
reduce CO2 and NOx emissions, noise
and operating costs. Ultimately, they will
revolutionize sustainable mobility.

How will e-aviation change the
industry as a whole?
There is far more to e-aviation
than simply swapping out internal
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Is battery technology ready for
e-aviation?
Numerous demonstrators flying today
show the potential of lithium-ion (Li-ion)
battery technologies. Joby aviation,
Lilium, Volocopter, e-Hang are some of
the many newcomers in this industry.
However, to be commercially viable
the technology will have to overcome
many challenges such as; energy and
power-density, discharge/charging
rates, cycling ability, safety, reliability
and suitability for industrial-scale
manufacturing. These are all challenges
that Saft is well positioned to solve.
The rise of new lithium chemistries and
solid-state technologies will also be a
game-changer. Their development will

rely on establishing market synergies,
sharing knowledge and developing
manufacturing capabilities.

How is Saft contributing to
e-aviation?
Saft already provides Li-ion backup
battery solutions for commercial and
military aircraft. Having logged more
than 10 million cumulative flight hours,
we are perfectly positioned to develop
the new generation of propulsion
batteries for electric aircraft.
Success relies on applying an holistic
approach, from cell to module to
integrated battery systems. Our centers
of expertise work in close collaboration
with academics, aircraft manufacturers,
and integrators in applying leading-edge
modeling, simulation and analytics.
As part of Total, Saft can also access
exceptional resources such as the
world’s most powerful privately owned
supercomputer, enabling in-house
modeling, simulations, and validation.
Saft is therefore uniquely positioned to
lead the charge in the fledgling market
of electric flight.

Smart Battery Selector

LM/M ranges) and lithium-thionyl
chloride (Li-SOCl 2 - LS, LSH and
LSP ranges).

Our Smart Battery Selector has
proved exceptionally
p o p u l a r w i t h Electronic engineers
We regard the Smart
developers. Since its
Battery Selector
using Wisebatt have
launch in September
as a living thing
2020, it has been used reported savings of
under constant
over 1,600 times to up to three months
improvement.
evaluate the best
That means we
of development time,
batteries to energize
regularly add more
IoT applications. All worth around €200k.
communication
a developer needs
protocols, use cases
to do is follow a seven-step process.
and detailed lifetime calculations.
This covers vital performance
requirements such as voltage, steady
The online tool can be accessed at:
state and pulse currents, together
https://saft4u.saftbatteries.com/en/
with environmental factors including
iot/simulator
extreme temperatures. The output is
a customized report recommending
Wisebatt for Saft
the primary lithium batteries that best
Saft has partnered with Wisebatt,
meet their objectives.
the simulation platform for IoT
applications, to offer “Wisebatt for
The tool draws on statistics,
Saft”. This is our special free-to-use
historical data and experience from
version of the online simulator
millions of field deployments of our
that helps developers build virtual
two main primary lithium battery
prototypes of their devices and
chemistries for IoT devices: lithiumestimate their lifetime in the field.
manganese dioxide (Li-MnO2 –

Wisebatt for Saft platform uses
performance data from a library
covering tens of thousands of
electronic components including
our batteries. It carries out
modeling to account for real-world
operational and environmental
conditions. This is important as
IoT devices are often used in hardto-reach locations where it is not
possible to change the battery.
Therefore, battery life is the
lifetime-defining factor.
Electronic engineers using Wisebatt
have reported savings of up to three
months of development time, worth
around €200k. This capability is now
available free to Saft customers
in a special version that enables
them to evaluate our state-ofthe-art lithium batteries in their
own IoT devices.
Wisebatt for Saft is available at
saft.wisebatt.com

Tom.willis@saftbatteries.com

©Saft

Flying cars and air taxis that take off and land vertically are all favorite
elements of science-fiction. But within this decade they could become common
place thanks to electric propulsion. Motivated by the environmental need
to lower emissions and the financial benefits of lower operating costs and
increased mobility, the electric flight market offers countless opportunities.
Rodolphe Boulais, Saft Technical Lead for Emerging Aviation Products, explains
how Saft is preparing to meet the challenge.

Finding a battery that offers the perfect combination of performance, reliability,
long life and cost is crucial to the success of any internet of things (IoT)
application. But with so many different battery types and technologies to
choose from it can be hard for developers to make a fully informed decision.
Saft is helping to cut through the noise with two free online tools – Smart
Battery Selector and Wisebatt for Saft - as Tom Willis, Marketing Director
for Saft’s Connected Energy explains.

Rodolphe.boulais@saftbatteries.com
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SPACE

THE NEW AGE OF SPACE
EXPLORATION

CHEOPS
REVEALS UNIQUE
PLANETARY
SYSTEM TOI-178

At the same time, the world’s
space agencies are continuing
their exploration missions. Space
telescopes, planetary rovers and
probes continue to expand our
knowledge of neighboring planets and
search for the secrets of the universe.
This is perhaps the most exciting period
for humankind’s study of space for 40
years.
To make these missions possible,
spacecraft need robust, high
performance, long life and reliable
batteries that provide power in the most
inhospitable conditions. Saft first made
a battery for a satellite in 1966 and
today has the largest fleet of batteries
for satellites in space.
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In April 2020, the CHEOPS
(CHaracterising ExOPlanets Satellite)
began scientific operations. Launched
in late 2019, CHEOPS is a partnership
between the European Space Agency
(ESA) and Swiss Space Office and is the
first mission dedicated to characterizing
exoplanets, i.e. - planets orbiting around
stars outside our solar system.
CHEOPS, which uses a Saft lithium-ion
VES 16 battery for power when solar
power is unavailable, has already
analyzed systems including TOI-178,
a star more than 200 light years from
Earth. It was thought to have three
orbiting planets but CHEOPS has
confirmed that they were six.
Meanwhile, the ESA’s ExoMars Rover
is due to launch in 2022 and will reach
the Red Planet a year later, to begin
its search for signs that Mars once
supported life. Also due to launch in
2022 is Euclid, a near-infrared space
telescope which will carry out a six-year
study to learn more about dark energy
and dark matter.
Both ExoMars and Euclid, among other
forthcoming missions, will be powered
by Saft batteries.

The unique challenges of space
For both scientific missions and
companies pursuing commercial
opportunities in space, the biggest
challenge remains safety: some early

pioneers might be willing to accept
a high level of risk, but a passenger
service will not be in business for long
without an impeccable safety record.
In addition to safety, consistency and
reliability are vital for space missions
– and that, of course, applies to the
batteries that power them. “Space
batteries have to cope with extreme
temperatures – anything from 20°C to + 50°C,” says Annie Sennet,
executive vice president, Saft Space
& Defense.

Outer five planets are locked in
rhythmic dance, with planets
aligning every few orbits
Outer flour planets
are gaseous (densities like
Neptune and Jupiter)
Orbital period predicted
and confirmed by CHEOPS

Saft first made a battery for a
satellite in 1966 and today has
the largest fleet of batteries for
satellites in space.

Satellites have batteries that are
charged when sunlight is available
and provide power when it isn’t.
Landers and probes require batteries
that can stay dormant for a long
time while the vehicle travels to its
destination and then reliably provide
power when it is needed.
“The batteries need to be able to
withstand the vibrations at launch
and, in some cases, the impact of
landing,” says Sennet. “They must
handle huge amounts of radiation
and, of course, they cannot fail. Space
batteries undergo three to four times
as much testing as normal batteries.”
The ExoMars Rover is a particular
challenge, she adds: “The battery
has to be completely sterile because
we absolutely cannot introduce new
bacteria to Mars. We always use a
clean room for final battery assembly,
but this battery is being put together in
what is effectively a clean room within
a clean room.”

©AdobeStock/ ESA

Musk, the CEO of Tesla and co-founder
of PayPal, is not alone in viewing space
as the next frontier for business.
Tech leaders including him and
Amazon founder Jeff Bezos are joined
by Japan’s PD Aerospace, China’s
Kuang-Chi Science, and other private
companies in the quest to make space
accessible. Shuji Ogawa, CEO of PD
Aerospace, said, “Space tourism is
a universal dream, not only for the
Japanese but for all people.”

Uncovering the secrets
of the universe

Six planets known
to be orbiting host star
Inner two planets
have terrestrial
(Earth-like) densities

From Mars rovers to space tourism, the exploration programs being
developed today aim to make space more accessible and expand
our understanding of the universe.
“By 2023, I’m highly confident that we
will have reached orbit many times with
Starship and that it will be safe enough
for human transport,” said billionaire
Elon Musk. Last year, his company
SpaceX successfully launched two
Nasa astronauts into orbit in the first
privately designed and built spacecraft
to carry astronauts to space.

SPACE

The second Space Age
The first peak of the Space Age was in
the 1960s, when humans first orbited
the earth and landed on the Moon. By
the 1990s, with less investment in space
exploration, public excitement had
waned. The retirement of Nasa’s space
shuttle in 2011 marked the end of an era.

However, human beings are not content
to stay earthbound and the flurry of
activity in recent years suggests the
dawn of a new Space Age, one that aims
to answer the deepest questions about
our existence and allow many of us to
become space travelers.

Jeff Bezos’s space company Blue
Origin, for example, aims to take
passengers into space, and expects to
put its New Glenn rocket into orbit in
late 2022 and return it safely to Earth.
Yannick.borthomieu@saftbatteries.com
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INNOVATION

INNOVATION

AT SAFT’S INNOVATION
INCUBATORS, AN OPEN
MIND IS THE MOST
IMPORTANT QUALIFICATION
Diverse teams apply new technologies to real-world
problems at hubs in Bordeaux, France
and Cockeysville, US.
The people involved range from
“In one electrochemistry project, we
recent graduates
examined how the
laminate on potato
If you’ve ever observed a in their twenties to
very experienced
chip packaging keeps
o u t a l l t r a c e s o f link between potato chip s c i e n t i s t s i n t h e i r
sixties, from the US,
moisture, and how packaging and battery
France, South Korea,
we could incorporate
chemistry, you may be
China, Japan and
it into our own
Ukraine. Reflecting
p r o c e s s e s , ” s a y s just the kind of scientist
the range of Saft’s
Carine Steinway, who Saft is looking for.
expertise, chemists,
leads Saft’s innovation
mechanical and electrical engineers
team in Cockeysville, Maryland. The
and commercial teams work together
site focuses on specialized batteries
to solve customer problems.
for the space and defense industries,
but scientists, engineers and
technicians also work on projects in
Fail fast
an innovation “incubator”, drawing on
In 2016, Saft set up two technology
the latest thinking from a wide range
incubators to accelerate a vital stage
of industries. The packaging analysis
of its research and development
came about because batteries, like
(R&D) – the point when a technology
chips, need to be protected from
emerges from the research lab, in
humidity.
search of a real-world application. At
the two incubators, in Cockeysville
“With the incubator, we’re trying to
and Bordeaux, teams develop working
branch out and move away from the
prototypes and subject them to
accepted way of doing things,” adds
the conditions that impact battery
Steinway, who oversees around 15
performance in the field, including
to 20 scientists working on incubator
temperature changes, humidity and
projects alongside their day jobs. She
vibrations.
says their ability to solve problems
creatively is greatly enhanced by the
“Working collaboratively with
fact that the team is very diverse, in
sales teams ensures scientific and
age, nationality and qualifications.
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engineering resources are applied
to the needs of the business, while a
willingness to learn from colleagues,
and to bring in the best thinking from
all industries, creates a culture where
experimentation is encouraged but
also focused”, says Thomas Peuchant,
battery systems team leader at the
Bordeaux incubator.

installations. Smart power systems
can now be monitored remotely
and in real-time, communicating
information about the health of
the battery to the owner and even
anticipating problems before they
happen.

“We had to learn how to make a
secure server and a secure website this is a brand-new activity for us, and
that’s where we can learn from newlyqualified graduates,” adds Peuchant.

and so reduced the weight of the
whole module system, and unlike
using metal, it did not need to
be insulated to prevent shorts.
That saved labor and time.

New approaches

“The example is still being qualified,
but the long-term aim is to incorporate
it into our commercial products,
especially for applications with weight
restrictions,” says Steinway. “We have
also gained 3D printing experience and
contacts with 3D printing suppliers.”

Recently, younger team members in
“Since our remote monitoring system
Cockeysville worked on a prototype
became operational, we have taken
to use carbon fiber rather than
a step forward into the world of
aluminum plate for
Artificial Intelligence
the compression
and we need to switch
“Open-mindedness
fixture in a lithium-ion
to new skills,” says
battery, and produced
Peuchant. “We need applies as much to
the module using 3D
to hire data scientists how things are done
printing.
to extract hidden
as to new products or
information from the
“It was interesting to
battery data, to better technologies”
see the discussion
understand how
with senior colleagues who have been
battery aging happens and increase
used to working with aluminum and
the accuracy of our models.”
how the team developed a prototype
that answered concerns about doing it
Customers keep track of their
in a different way,” explains Steinway.
connected batteries and energy
storage systems (ESS) via a secure
The result was a success – the
website, which regularly updates key
carbon fiber fixture was lighter
metrics from the battery.

As technological disruption
accelerates, and more and more
industries look to battery technology
to support their transition from fossil
fuels to renewables, keeping an open
mind is enabling Saft’s scientists,
engineers and commercial teams to
keep pace with the speed of changes
impacting customers and their
industries.
Carine.steinway@saftamerica.com
Thomas.peuchant@saftbatteries.com

“We hire people with a very openminded spirit who want to make
prototypes even when we don’t yet
know exactly how we will use the idea
in a battery,” he says. “They have a
wish to learn, and we have all the
competency within Saft to teach them.”
Peuchant himself began his career as
an R&D engineer in the car industry,
after graduating from the French
Institute of Petroleum’s engineering
school. He worked on the battery
management system for Renault’s first
electric car before joining Saft in 2013.

New fields
Learning from younger scientists and
engineers is becoming increasingly
important as software and data
collection and analysis become
a bigger part of Saft’s battery
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positions. Lesigne says she has
never had a female manager, but the
men she has worked for have always
encouraged her to go for management
positions and to advance her career.

The most recent of the four is Claire
Lesigne, who took over as GM at Saft’s
Poitiers site on January 1, 2021. She
explains that it is very common at
Saft to promote employees who have
“I think sometimes women need to
proven themselves in other roles on
be pushed a little more in that way,
site. She has worked
for someone to make
at the factory for 20 “What is important to me i t c l e a r t h a t t h e y
years, becoming
trust you and value
battery production is the job itself, what I do your contribution,”
unit and logistics and on a daily basis and the
she says. Lesigne
t h e n s u p p l y c h a i n great team I work with –
is happy to share
manager. She is an
her experience
engineer by training, my ambition was not to
with women at
g r a d u a t i n g f r o m be ‘the boss’”
earlier stages of
the Institut National
their career at Saft
Polytechnique de Grenoble with a
now, offering advice and support to
degree in Industrial Engineering.
colleagues. However she believes
that management style largely comes
In explaining what motivated her to
down to an individual’s personality,
take the GM position, Lesigne says:
rather than their gender.
“What is important to me is the job
itself, what I do on a daily basis and the
Balancing family and working life is
great team I work with – my ambition
also still an issue that challenges
was not to be ‘the boss’,” she explains.
women in all industries, particularly
when they reach management
The workforce overall at Poitiers is 31
positions. Lesigne has two sons and
per cent female, with an increasing
says she believes the most important
number of women in technical
thing for working women is to make a
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choice they are comfortable with and
then commit to it, whatever the right
balance for each of them may be. For
her, the choice was to work full time,
but to be always available to collect
her sons from school on a Friday.

Common goals
At Saft’s plant in South Shields
in the UK, where Tessa Collinson
became the GM in 2011, there is
a 50/50 male/female split among
the 120 employees. Collinson says
she’s never noticed a problem of
a gender divide even though the
majority of the factory’s other
senior managers are male.

Claire Lesigne is Saft’s first female
GM in France, but Mari Kadowaki was
the first woman in the company to hold
the position when she became GM at
the factory in Oskarshamn, Sweden in
2007. Kadowaki also comes from an
engineering background, studying civil
engineering and industrial business
management, and working as a site
and program manager for Electrolux
before joining Saft.
She realized her appointment was a
step that had broken down gender
barriers at the company when she
welcomed a group of retired former
employees to the factory for a tour
and lunch. Over coffee, one elderly
gentleman made a point of telling her:
“When we heard a woman was coming
in to lead we thought it would be the
end of the Oskarshamn factory.”

Mari

Leading by example, with more
women in visible executive roles,
is one of the most important changes
we can make as we continue to improve
gender diversity in our industry.
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she says. “You have to have a clear
vision, establish goals so people
know clearly what is expected of
them, and get them all working
effectively together.”

Breaking down barriers
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I don’t ever think of myself as a woman
in technology because for me it doesn’t
matter what sex you are, it depends
on you as an individual” she says.
“I started out in life in human resources
which is seen as a more female field

Angel Li became GM at Saft’s plant
in Zhuhai, China, in 2011 and she is
also now GM for the Energy Storage
Solutions (ESS) and Mobility divisions
for Asia. Like Tessa Collinson, she
joined Saft as an HR manager,
after an undergraduate degree in
literature and gaining an MBA from
Hong Kong University of Science
and Technology. She then moved
into roles in lean manufacturing and
quality control before becoming GM.
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Four of our 15 factory general managers (GMs) are women, leading
manufacturing sites in France, China, the UK and Sweden. Saft International
Magazine interviewed them to better understand their carrier paths and inspire
other women to join our industry sector.
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HOW WE DID IT: SAFT’S
FOUR FEMALE FACTORY
GENERAL MANAGERS ON
LEADERSHIP AND CAREER
PROGRESSION

but I wanted to work for a technology
Luckily Kadowaki, who is also the
company as I found it inspiring.”
managing director of Saft Sweden,
hasn’t experienced such prejudices
Succeeding as a
in her everyday
GM means building
working life. In fact, “I don’t ever think of
up the right team
she says being a
myself as a woman in
around you, and
w om an in a m aleworking towards a
d o m i n a t e d s e c t o r technology because for
common goal:
has its positives: “You me it doesn’t matter
always get attention
what sex you are, it
“You’re only as
and people are very
successful as the
respectful. So I think depends on you as an
people around you”
it’s a real privilege individual”
to be a woman in
this world.” However she is still
keen for it to be more of a routine
occurrence to have women in
roles such as hers.
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She also believes success in the role
comes from the ability to bring people
together: “You have to be able to set up
a competent team around you, share
your objectives and move forward in the
same direction” she says.
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CONTACTS

CONTACTS

Russia

Germany
Saft Batterien GmbH
Nürnberg
info.de@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +49 911 941 740
Fax: +49 911 941 7425

We’ve
got it
covered
HEAD OFFICE
France
Saft Levallois
26 Quai Charles Pasqua
92300 Levallois
Tel.: +33 1 58 63 16 00
Fax: +33 1 58 63 16 18
Saft production sites
Saft sales networks

Saft India Ltd. Bangalore
saftindia@saftbatteries.com
Saft India Ltd. Mumbai
mumbai@saftbatteries.com

Czech Republic

Saft Batteries Pty Ltd.
saft.sydney@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +61 2 9674 0701
Fax: +61 2 9620 9990

Saft Ferak® AS Praha
praha@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +420 257 013 260
Fax: +420 257 013 261

Brazil

Saft Ferak® AS Raskovice
raskovice@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +420 558 426 111
Fax: +420 558 692 226

Saft do Brasil Ltda.
info.brasil@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +55 11 4082 3292
Fax: +55 11 4082 3297

China

Saft (Zhuhai FTZ)
Batteries Co Ltd.
stephanie.chen@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +86 756 6290 288
Fax: +86 756 6290 289
Saft Hong Kong Ltd.
joan.wong@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +852 3756 6399
Fax: +852 3756 6300
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India

Australia

Saft (Zhuhai FTZ) Batteries Co
Ltd. (Shanghai Branch)
jenny.jing@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +86 21 5866 6405
Fax: +86 21 5866 6403
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Friemann & Wolf
Batterietechnik GmbH
Büdingen
Joerg.weihe@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +49 6042 954 150
Fax: +49 6042 954 490

France
Saft Bordeaux
Tel.: +33 5 57 10 64 00
Fax: +33 5 57 10 66 70
Saft Nersac
Tel.: +33 5 45 90 50 26
Fax: +33 5 45 90 50 71
Saft Poitiers
lithiumsales@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +33 5 49 55 48 48
Fax: +33 5 49 55 48 50

Italy
Saft Batterie Italia Srl
saftitalia.milano@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +39 039 8947 361

Japan
Saft Japan KK
tkygencontactjpn@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +81 3 6206 6269

Kenya
Total Kenya Ltd
washington.kilonzo@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +254 748 590 733

Middle East
Saft Nife® ME Ltd.
panos.naziris@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +357 258 200 40
Fax: +357 257 484 92

Norway
Saft AS
trond.beyer@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +47 6716 4160
Fax: +47 6716 4170

Saft LLC
contact.RUS@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +7 495 966 16 73

Join us at:

Singapore

June 1,
Dubai, UAE

Saft Batteries Pte Ltd.
kimchoo.lim@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +65 6512 1500
Fax: +65 6746 6772

Spain
Saft Baterias SL
contacto@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +34 916 593 480
Fax: +34 916 593 490

Sweden
Saft AB Oskarshamn
reception.oskarshamn@
saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +46 491 680 00

United Kingdom
Saft Ltd. Harlow
sarah.carter@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +44 1279 772 550
Saft Ltd. South Shields
valerie.frankcom@saftbatteries.com
Tel.: +44 191 4561451

United States
Saft America Inc.
Cockeysville
nicole.haslip@saftamerica.com
Tel.: +1 410 771 3200
Fax: +1 410 771 1144
Saft America Inc.
Jacksonville
Tel.: +1 904 861 1501
Fax: +1 904 772 1463
Saft America Inc. Valdese
martha.roman@saftamerica.com
Tel.: +1 828 874 4111
Fax: +1 828 874 2431
Saft America Inc. Valdosta
valdosta@saftamerica.com
Tel.: +1 229 247 2331
Fax: +1 229 247 8486
Saft America Inc. North Haven
nancy.keinz@saftamerica.com
Tel.: +1 203 985 2700
Fax: +1 203 985 2539

Middle East Energy

Solar Power International
September 20-23
New Orleans, Louisiana, USA

IoT Solutions World Congress
October 5-7
Barcelona, Spain

NBAA
October 12-14
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

Electric Road
October 18-20
Bordeaux, France

Data Center World
October 20-21
Singapore

APTA EXPO
November 8-10
Anaheim, California, USA

Hazardex Conference
October 6-7
Harrogate, UK

All-Energy
October 27-28,
Melbourne, Australia

Saft Lake Success
Tel.: +1 516 621 4980
Fax: +1 516 621 4517
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We energize the world.
On land, at sea, in the air
and in space.

www.saftbatteries.com

